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A for and against essay

Ć f,p| Read the Mode|Text and tisten.Then answer the questions.

1 What advantages does Laura give in her essay?
2 What disadvantages does she give?
3 What is Laura's opinion?

What are the advantages and disadvantages of using robots? Discuss. Elłsł .l'*..

1 Robot' such as drone' are already used for a varieĘ ofjobs. |n the future, more and
more jobs will be done by robots.This has both positive and negative aspects.

2 On the one hand, robots have many advantages. One advantage is that they can do
dangerous or difficult tasks. Another advantage is that robots can analyse information and
solve problems much faster than humans. Lastly, if robots do more of our worĘ we wi|| have
more free tlme to relax.

3 On the other hand, robots have some disadvantages. Firstly, they are expensive to develop
and manufacture. Secondly, like all machinet they can break down and have to be repaired.
Finally, some people warn that robots will create unemployment.

4 In conclusion, I agree that robots have some negative aspects. However, personally, I think
that they have more advantages than disadvantages as they can make our lives easier.
Laura
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f Read the Model Text again. Match
paragraphs 1-4 with a-d in your notebook.

a) arguments against c) introduction
b) conclusion with opinion d) arguments for

On the one hand, robots have many advantages.
On the other hand, they have some disadvantages.
Robots have some ndative aspects. However,
they have more advantages than disadvantages.
One advantage is ... Another advantage is . ..
Lastfy, ... Firstly, ... Secondly, ... Finally, ...

Read the All Clear Tips. Then choose
the correct linkers. Write the answers
in your notebook.
(t) Lastly / On the one hand, mobile phones
have several advantages. (2) However / Firstly,
you can speak to people and send messages
wherever you are. (3) Secondly / Onthe other
hand, you can do otherthingS such as listening
to music tłl Fina|ly, / one advantage is that
you can also take photos.
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Make notes for a for and against essay
about the advantages and disadvantages
of the internet and include:

lntroduction: the present situation
Arguments for: advantages of the internet
Arguments again stz disadva ntages of

the internet
Conclusionzyour personal opinion, for or

againstthe internet

Owrite
Use the ModelText, your notes and this
structure:

Paragraph 1 : Introduction
Paragraph 2: Arguments for
Paragraph 3: Arguments agaipst
Paragraph 4: Conclusion

g Check
E[ vocabulary for developing products
EI linkers of contrast and sequencing


